
1. What are the effects of the reader getting to meet Marti before she passes away? How
did this set the tone for the rest of the novel?

2. When Marti first met Leo, she lied about the details of her background. The story asserts
that some lies can lead to something true. What role do lies and secrets play in this novel
and how do they propel the story forward? Do any of those lies lead to something true?

3. Discuss the trajectory of Beck and Paul’s relationship, specifically the different phases it
goes through and the significance those periods hold for each of them. In what ways has
their dynamic been shaped by external factors such as money, familial expectations, and
the opinions of others?

4. Consider the evolution of Beck’s character over the course of the novel. How did losing
her mother change her perspective (if at all) on what she wants from her life? 

5. Beck draws inspiration from the novel Little Women by Louisa May Alcott. If you are
familiar with Little Women, what parallels (if any) do you see between Jo March and Beck,
and between the Geller sisters and the March sisters?

6. At the time Marti was young, finding a good husband to 
support her was a girl’s ultimate goal. How much do you think 
societal expectations versus personal circumstances influenced
 Marti’s life decisions?

7. Unlike her sisters, Sophie’s “happy ending” does not involve
the promise of a romantic relationship, even though she 
repeatedly references her desire to find a partner. How did this 
make you feel?
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8. Art plays a major role throughout the narrative. C.J. is a painter; Beck is a writer; and
Sophie is a gallerist. For Sophie, “art was how people throughout human history had made
sense of their worlds” (page 194); art “was life, reflected in ways that actually mattered”
(page 313). Taking that idea one step further, in what ways does this novel reflect life in a
way that “actually matters”?

9. How does C.J.’s time in jail affect other aspects of his life? In what ways does his criminal
record taint his reputation and cause others to mistrust/judge him? Do you think it changes
his perception of himself? 

10. Familial relationships often prove difficult in this novel: C.J. struggles to form a
connection with his father, the Geller sisters are not close (at least at first), and Marti’s
relationship with her parents was fraught. How have difficult familial relationships affected
other aspects of the characters’ lives, especially for C.J. and Beck?

11. Financial struggles are a significant motivating factor for each of the characters, and yet
Sophie––the most cash-strapped of them all––believes “success and wealth didn’t alter
one’s character, it revealed it” (page 191–192). How does this play out within the novel? 

12. Discuss the evolution of Beck, Claire, and Sophie’s dynamic
 by the end of the novel. In what ways does grief affect their 
relationships with one another?

13. Were you surprised to discover that the story you’d been 
reading was being told by Beck? Do you think Marti would be 
happy to have her history revealed this way?

14. What is Beck’s initial perspective on fate and how does it 
change (if at all) throughout the novel? Do you think fate was 
responsible for the story’s ending, or might one of the 
characters have had a hand in that reunion? Could both be true?
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